The emerging importance of genetics in epidemiologic research. I. Basic concepts in human genetics and laboratory technology.
To define a general framework of current approaches to the discovery of disease-associated genes and the role of genetic factors in influencing disease risk through the integration of genome technology and traditional epidemiologic methods. An overview of basic concepts in human genetics, laboratory methodology for measuring genetic variation believed to influence common diseases, and issues concerning preparation and utilization of genetic materials is provided as a foundation for genetic epidemiologic research. Identification and characterization of human genetic variation is providing new risk factors for disease in the form of DNA sequence variation. The availability of genetic material from participants in large epidemiologic studies and appropriate informed consent represents an invaluable resource for exploring genetic and environmental influences on disease risk. Advances in genome technology coupled with vast amounts of genetic data resulting from the Human Genome Project are broadening the scope of epidemiologic research and providing tools to identify individuals at increased risk of disease. Combining diverse expertise from the fields of epidemiology and human genetics provides unique opportunities to localize disease-susceptibility genes and examine molecular mechanisms of complex disease etiology.